
Angelcontact 
The Master Angel Attunement System 

 

There are three attunements in this system but they work as one. The first is for full 

conscious contact with angels.  It is called “Higher Angel Contact”.  This attunement is 

designed to bring the energies and qualities of angels into your life/being.  The angels will 

accelerate and oversee your spiritual development and be able to effect real change in all 

areas and on all levels of your life and your being. The angels may appear “in person” to 

help you or may send their energies to you. Over time, in what seems like a very natural 

way, you will grow in forgiveness, love, compassion, strength, awareness, ego 

transparency/transcendence, wisdom, insight, being in the moment, healing ability and 

other angelic qualities.  It also leads to full conscious communication with angels. 

 

The second attunement is for working with a group of angels that specialize in physical 

healing.  The third is for working with a group of angels that specialize in emotional and 

mental healing.  The second and third attunements work together as one and are called 

“Healing Angels”.  Together all three attunements are called Angelcontact. These 

attunements will last for all of your future incarnations on this earth.  However you can 

undo the attunement any time you want simply by intending to undo it. 

 

Angelcontact clears the way for you to connect with the angelic realm and for angels to 

connect with you.  Once the way is cleared you will connect with those angels/angel 

energies that are most suited to your needs.  

 

They are happy to help and will usually do all they can for you but they will always use their 

own judgment first. They will do what they think is best and that may or may not always be 

what you think is best.  The angels are here to serve but are not your servants.  Angels like 

to help those who help themselves.   

 

This system works in the following way. 

In preparation for full conscious angelic contact  all energy systems, channels, centers, 

fields, and flows involved in the  process will be unblocked, fixed, cleared, balanced and 

made ready in every way. Any mental and emotional adjustments, healings, balancings and 

preparations will be made. All physical adjustments, healings, balancings and preparations 

will be made.  Once all preparation for full conscious angelic contact is made the process of 

full conscious angelic contact will begin. 

 



Conscious angelic contact will only be given to the degree that the person can handle it with 

comfort.  However unconscious contact will be initiated immediately.  The angels will then 

work on building stronger, deeper and more conscious contact until one is ready for full 

conscious contact.  

 

Healing Angels,- These angels will work on healing any physical, emotional, mental, 

energetic or karmic issue.  All you have to do is ask them.  The angels may appear “in 

person”, send projections of themselves or send their energy. They will work on you for 

about one hour at a time.  After one hour you may ask again.  Since one can only handle so 

much energy work in one day.  Once you reach your limit they will not do anything more.  

When asked, the angels will work on other people as well. For working on others they work 

best when they can send energy through your hands or your heart chakra when you are 

touching the person you are working on.  The angels may appear “in person”, send 

projections of themselves or send their healing energies through you to the other person.  

For long distance work you should have them come through your body for a few seconds to 

start the process.  Then inform the angels of the situation and ask them for help.  

 

You can ask the angels to help you in any specific way you want or you can also ask them to 

do what ever they know to be for your highest good.  You may ask the “healing” angels to 

have their energies come through objects, water, food or even specified areas of space (for 

example you can create an area, like a bubble, of almost any size you want in the air in a 

room).  The healing angels will only work through objects or a space temporarily. Typically 

the will work through an object or a space for about one hour.  To have the angels bless 

water, work through an object, work in a space, just ask them to and they will.  

 

Higher Angels- The “higher” angels work in less physical ways than the healing angels.  

They work more on the higher planes of your life.  Their effect is more emotional, mental, 

energetic and spiritual.  They will work on healing in coordination with the healing angels. 

You can ask them to do what they know to be best for you or ask them for something 

specific.  They will work with you or on others.  You can ask the “higher” angels to 

permanently have their energies come through objects and bless water.   

 

After the initial attunement the system is set into motion and preparation for full conscious 

angel contact begins and will continue until it is achieved.  The angels will be working with 

you all the time from then on.  The more you work with the system the better it will work.  If 

the angels are ignored for a number of years their work with you will diminish greatly but it 

will not stop altogether.  If you want to start working with the angels after a long time of not 

working with them it is easy.  Just do it. Just tell them that you want to start working them 

again.  They will hear you. 

 



It is a good idea to work with them on a regular basis.  Daily, weekly or whenever you want 

you can ask for any kind of healing you feel you need.  You can also ask for any kind of 

psychological/spiritual development or guidance you need.  Once you have a connection to 

one or more angel you can talk to them, ask for advice or anything else.  You can also ask 

them to appear and help you in your dreams.  There are really very few limits for working 

with the angels.  

 

Activate Angelcontact simply by intention.  Thinking, ”angelconact” or “angels” or 

“angelcontact healing” or any other such words will activate the system.  You can also just 

ask the angels for anything you want without saying any special words to activate the 

system. Your intension is more important than the words you use.  Activating the system 

will activate all three attunements unless you specify otherwise.  This attunement is a 

profound step in your healing and spiritual development.  The angels are smiling on you 

right now and are eager to work/play with you.  

 

This system has been empowered so that reading the following paragraph with the 

intension of self attuning into this system will in fact attune you to the system.  You may 

read through it without the intension of attuning to the system first to make sure you really 

want to do it. 

 

“God, higher self, and all beings that have my highest good in mind and heart and that work 

with human angel interactions and attunements please activate and attune me to this 

Angelcontact system.  Please see that it is the highest and purest quality.  Please send any 

angels, gods, masters, energies or beings needed to activate and maintain this system.  

Please have all other human angel interaction systems, attunements join this system to form 

one more effective, dynamic, loving, healing and enlightening system.  Please allow in only 

those systems and attunements and aspects of those systems/attunements that are in 

keeping with the goals of this system and that are of a very high, pure, effective and 

balanced nature.  Attune me to these systems and send me the attunements as I am ready 

and help prepare me for more attunements and for deeper and fuller conscious contact with 

the angelic realm and angels that are willing to work with me.  This can range from 

attunement to every system all at once to one fraction of one attunement every month. See 

to it that the attunements and the merging of systems are balanced, safe and for my highest 

good.  Please make sure that all beings, energies and thought and emotional forms of a 

lower nature that might cause any harm are kept out of this system. Thank You” 

 

 

The best way to pass this attunement on to other is by having the person read this script.  

However anyone who is attuned to it can pass it on to others by simply by sincere intention. 



Passing it on by intension is equal in every way except for the information one gets from 

reading the script. 

 

You may want to do this attunement several times a year to update it and re-empower it. 

You do not need to do this.  One attunement is all you really need.  But sometimes re-

attuning can be powerful 

 

Love and Light, 

Richard Eisenberg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


